CASE STUDY

Cannabis farmer
boosts yield by 27-52%
with Carbogation® CO2
enrichment service

AG Gas installation in Mendocino County, California.

CO2 Enrichment – It’s Not Just for Warehouses Anymore
Based on the results reported in this case study, outdoor, “light dep” and naturally-ventilated
greenhouse growers can expect to dramatically improve yield and plant vigor with a dynamically
prescriptive CO2 enrichment service from AG Gas.

The Backstory
AG Gas has generated university-validated yield improvements of 20-120% on food crops grown in
the open air with its Carbogation CO2 enrichment technology. In 2017 we teamed with a progressive
grower in Mendocino County, California, to see what our patents-pending technology could do for sun
grown cannabis.

Design of Experiments
Following similar protocols to prior university studies, AG Gas and the grower set aside one control
plot (hoop house) for each plant variety to compare the effects of CO2 enrichment. Each pairing was
planted on the same day and subjected to the same watering and nutrient regimes from planting
through harvest.
The harvest and curing processes were closely monitored by a third party and validated by a
respected CPA firm. Third-party lab tests showed potency and terpene parity with clean marks on a
full battery of microbial testing.

Results
Full-term mid-season CO2 enrichment

52% yield increase

Full-term late-season CO2 enrichment

27% yield increase
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Project Overview
CO2 is an expensive commodity that’s recycled from industrial sources. Using CO2
enrichment for this open-air, light deprivation grow site required a system that dynamically
adjusts to the ambient environment.

• AG Gas deployed a CO2 tank and ambient vaporizers, its Carbogation gas

management system, and “sea of green” emitter arrays to several 20’ x 55’ hoop
houses at the grower’s site. Other hoop houses were set aside as controls.

Mid-Stream “Brain” dynamically calculates and administers the right CO2 prescription based on wireless field sensor data.

• During a late-season grow in 2017, CO2 gas was applied to one of the hoop houses and

paired with an identical hoop house that did not receive CO2 gas. When harvested in late
November, the CO2-enriched hoop house generated a 27% yield improvement over the
control hoop house.

• A second set of hoop houses was paired during the mid-season grow in 2018. Again, one
of the hoop houses received CO2 enrichment from the AG Gas system and one did not.
The same variety planted on the same day and subject to the same fertilization and
irrigation regimens. The result was a 52% increase in yield with CO2 enrichment – 30
extra pounds out of an 1,100 square foot hoop house.

The Bottom Line
With its turnkey, “all in” service, AG
Gas can help growers improve yield
by 20% - 50%. Growers can expect to
generate 200% - 500% annual return
on the cost of the service.

Contact AG Gas to learn more
info@aggas.com
888.579.3223
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“The overall results of the AG Gas
Carbogation CO2 enrichment
service on our open air hoop
houses have been remarkable!
We were pleasantly surprised with
the user-friendliness of it all.
—Mendocino County Grower

